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Abstract 
We introduce some visibility relations between convex subsets of a partial order that are 
partial orders themselves. As a consequence we obtain a general framework for partial orders 
providing an interesting coding, and some new characterizations of some known classes of partial 
orders. 
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1. Introduction 
Is a partially ordered set (order for short in the sequel) representable by a uis- 
ihility relation of convex connected subsets of an order? That is, given an order 
P = (V(P), <p), we want to find an host order X = (V(X), <.F) and a mapping 4 
from V(P) into the set of convex connected subsets of X, such that x <p y if and 
only if 
(i) 4(x) n KY) = 0, and 
(ii) there exist elements e, E $(x) and eY E 4(y) with e, <z eY. 
The answer is naturally ‘yes’ by simply taking 2 = P and 4(x) = {x} for all 
x E V(P). When we assume that the host order J? belongs to a given class of orders the 
answer is then no more so obvious. Furthermore, we obtain a new general framework 
for studying orders. This framework is interesting from several points of view, mainly: 
?? It provides a generalization of the notion of interval orders since they are exactly 
those orders representable by visibility of connected convex subsets of total orders. 
From this point of view, it can be compared to the generalization of interval orders 
introduced by Bogart, Bonin and Mitas [3, 2, 91, who were interested in orders 
defined by intervals of partial orders instead of total orders. In order to point out 
the main differences between those two generalizations of the interval orders let us 
define the one given by Bogart, Bonin and Mitas within our terminology: for any 
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z E V(P) the suborder of X induced by 4(z) has a least and greatest element, 
respectively, I, and gZ, and x <p y if and only if (i) /4(x) n C/Q)/ d 1 and (ii) 
gX <X I),. Note that their definition is actually a particular case of the general notion 
of coding introduced by Bouchet [4] in 197 1. 
?? Dealing with particular classes of host orders and with some small variations of the 
visibility relation we get new characterizations of known classes of orders. These 
characterizations can also be refined by assumptions on the convex sets shapes and 
types of isomorphy. For example, with total orders as host orders, assuming that all 
connected convex sets are isomorphic leads to the class of semi-orders. 
?? Using the host order we can obtain an interesting coding for the represented order 
depending on the visibility relation and the shape of the convex sets (for example, 
with two-dimensional host). We can take algorithmic advantage of the simple struc- 
ture of the host (for example, the computation of the transitive closure when the 
host is an in-tree order). 
The aim of this work is firstly to introduce this new approach on orders, and secondly 
to illustrate its behavior on two classes of orders, namely, the class of in-tree orders and 
the class of grid orders. Note that orders on convex subsets of orders or graphs have 
already been well studied together with the set inclusion relation (see, for example, [ 11). 
In [7], Kratsch and Rampon were inspired by a generalization of intervals orders 
similar to the generalization of intervals graphs by chordal graphs, when chordal graphs 
are taken as intersection graphs of subtrees of a tree. For that purpose, they define an 
order P to be a tree-visibility order if there exists an out-rooted directed tree T and a 
one-to-one mapping from V(P) to a family (?,,, x E V(P)) of directed rooted subtrees 
of T such that u-+ v if and only if(i) V(Fu) n V(T,) = 0, and (ii) there are x, E V(FO) 
and x, E V(?*) such that there is a directed path from x0 to x, in T. They show that the 
tree-visibility orders class is characterized by an infinite family of forbidden height two 
suborders. They also give, with an input order P, a recognition algorithm constructing 
an out-rooted directed tree of minimal height. The time complexity of this algorithm 
is O(IV(P)I x /E(G(P))j). It is then clear that this class of tree-visibility orders can be 
defined using visibility relations. 
In [lo] we consider visibility orders on weak-order hosts. Among others we charac- 
terize the orders representable with total order convex subsets by forbidden suborders. 
For these orders the lattice of maximal antichains turns out to be a weak order, and 
therefore it can be used as host. 
2. Preliminaries 
Most of the terminology about orders we use can be found in the book of Trotter 
[l 11. However, we choose for definition of the height of an order the number of 
elements in a maximum chain minus one. We first fix some general notations: an 
order P is a pair consisting of its set V(P) and its order relation <p or <p. The 
corresponding comparability graph is denoted by G(P) and is a pair itself consisting 
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of its vertex set V(G(P)) = V(P) and its edge set E(G(P)) = {{x, y}: x, _t’ E V(P) 
and x <p y}. The notation xy is shorthand for the edge {x, y}. We denote by MAX(P) 
(resp. MIN(P)) the set of all maximal (resp. minimal) elements in P. Although, given 
x and y, two distinct elements of V(P), x 11,~ y (resp. x -p y) denote that x and .1’ 
are incomparable (resp. comparable) in P. The dimension (resp. interval dimension) 
of an order P = (V(P), <p) is the least integer k such that P is the intersection of k 
linear (resp. interval) orders (V(P), cl ), 1 < i < k. Moreover, for an element .Y E V( P ) 
we define the set of predecessors and successors in P by Predp(n) = {.v: y <p-x) and 
Succp(x) = {.v: x <p _v}. 
We present a general notion of visibility digraph induced by connected convex sub- 
sets of an order. Then we introduce some small variations and we give the corre- 
sponding concepts for orders. Given an order P and a subset C of V(P), we recall 
that C is connected if the suborder of P induced by C has a connected comparability 
graph, and that C is convex if for all elements u,t:,uv E V(P) with II <p L’ <I’ 1%’ and 
u, w E C holds 1’ E C. We can now define the convex hull of C, denoted conv( C), 
as the intersection of all convex subsets of V(P) containing C. Clearly, every convex 
subset is the convex hull of its minimal and maximal elements. Moreover, the convex 
hull of a connected subset is a connected convex subset. 
In the sequel, following the context, a connected convex subset of an order is either 
the set of elements or the induced suborder. 
Definition 1. Let ,Y? be an order and (4(i), i E .F) be a family of connected convex 
subsets of .X where .f is a finite set of indices. The visibility digraph induced by the 
pair (.8,($(i), i E Y)), is the digraph G such that V(G) = .Y and i7 E E(G) if and 
only if 
(i) 4(i) n 4(j) = 0, and 
(ii) there exist elements xi E 4(i) and x, E 4(j), such that ?c, <e x,. 
Actually, we are also interested in some other closely related notions of visibility. 
Particularly, we will focus on the following three ones obtained by little changes of 
condition (ii). 
(1) Strong visibility, where (ii): for all x,, E MAX(4(u)) and for all x,. E MIN( +4(c)) 
holds x, < */ x,. 
(2) Partial visibility, where (ii): for all x,, E MAX(4(u)), there exists xv E MIN( & z:)), 
such that xU <X x,,. 
(3) Wruk visibility, where (ii): there exists x, E MAX(&u)) and there exists .y, E 
MIN(&v)), such that x, <x x,. 
Thus, by definition, for a given order and a family of its connected convex subsets 
the edge sets of the induced strong visibility digraph, partial visibility digraph, weak 
visibility digraph and the visibility digraph are totally ordered by inclusion and inclu- 
sions can be strict. Moreover, although visibility and weak visibility digraphs can be 
non-transitive digraphs with cycles, we have that strong visibility digraphs and partial 
visibility digraphs are orders. 
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Definition 2. Let P and &? be two orders. Then P is a visibility order on 2 if there 
exists a family (4(x), x E V(P)) of connected convex subsets of X such that P 
is isomorphic to the transitive closure of the visibility digraph induced by the pair 
(S, (4(x), x E V(P))). Then X is called the host of P, and the pair (2, (4(x), x E 
V(P))) is called the visibility model of P. 
Notice that several elements of a visibility order may be associated to the same 
convex of the host, and that a visibility order may have several hosts and may also 
have several visibility models with a given host. 
As for visibility digraphs, we can strengthen the concept of visibility order in strong 
visibility order, partial visibility order, or in weak visibility order. Although it is not 
clear whether strong visibility implies partial visibility, whether partial visibility implies 
weak visibility, and whether weak visibility implies visibility. However, depending on 
the order class of yi4 some of these distinct visibility notions become equivalent. 
As noted in the introduction another interesting parameter to deal with is the type 
of guest, that is the suborder induced by the convex set. In the sequel, we assume that 
the guests are either arbitrary suborders of the host order or total orders. 
3. Tree orders 
A tree order is an order whose transitive reduction is a rooted directed tree. For 
an out-tree order (resp. in-tree order) the transitive reduction is an out-rooted (resp. 
in-rooted) directed tree, that is each edge is directed away from (resp. towards to) the 
root. 
In this section we investigate the distinct visibility relations on in-tree orders. We 
obtain some new characterizations for two already known classes of orders namely the 
class of tree-visibility orders and the class of the duals of generalized interval orders. 
Actually, we only have to consider visibility orders and strong visibility orders since 
Proposition 1. On in-tree orders, the classes of partial visibility orders, weak visibility 
orders and visibility orders are identical. 
Proof. As any connected subset of an in-tree order has a greatest element the class of 
partial visibility orders and the class of weak visibility orders are identical. It remains to 
be shown that any visibility order is a weak visibility order. Let (2, (4(x), x E V(P))) 
be a visibility model for an order P, and let A( 2, P) be the set of pairs (x, y) such that 
both x <p y and the greatest element of 4(x) is not a predecessor, in H, of a minimal 
element of 4(y). Clearly if A(S,P) = 0, then (2, (4(x), x E V(P))) is a weak visi- 
bility model for P. Let (x, y) E A(%, P). Since x <p y then there exists e, E 4(y) such 
that ge, <z eY where ge, is the greatest element of 4(x). Let le, be the least element 
of the set of all such eY, and let (ge, = zl,zz,. . , Zk = le,) be the (unique) maximal 
cardinality chain of 2 whose least and greatest elements are, respectively, ge, and 
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le,.. Let X’ be the in-tree order such that V(X’) = V(X) lj {t}, the suborder of 
3“ induced by V(X) is yi4 and the unique immediate predecessor (resp. successor) 
of t in .#” is Zk__I (resp. Zk). Then (.??‘, (4’(x), x E v(P))), where d’(x) = 4(.x) if 
zk $ 4(x) and 4’(x) = 4(x) U {t} otherwise, is a visibility mode1 for P such that 
A(.#‘, P) C A(.X, P) \ {(x, y)}. This completes the proof. 0 
Proposition 2. On in-tree orders, the class of tree-visibility orders and the class qf 
visibility orders are identical. 
The remaining relation of strong visibility fits exactly with an other known class 
of orders: the class of the dual orders of generalized interval orders. First of all, it is 
helpful to establish that the strong visibility relation remains as powerful even if we 
restrict the guest. 
Proposition 3. On in-tree orders, every strong visibility order is a strong visibility 
order with total orders jbr guests. 
Proof. Let (2, (4(x), x E V(P))) be a strong visibility model for an order P. Then, 
for any element x E V(P) \ MIN(P), 4(x) has a least element (otherwise H is no 
more an in-tree) and thus 4(x) is a total order. For any x E MIN(P), we fix a chain 
ch(x) C 4(x) maximal with respect to inclusion. Note that since H is an in-tree ch(x) 
is convex. Then (2, (4’(x), x E V(P))), where 4’(x) = 4(x) if x E V(P) \ MIN(P) 
and 4’(x) = ch(x) otherwise, is a strong visibility model for P such that any 4’(x) is 
a total order. cl 
In [5], Faigle et al. define a generalized interval order to be an order P such that 
for all x, y E V(P), Succ&) n Succp(y) # Q) implies that either Succp(x) C_ Succp(y) 
or Succp(y) C Succp(x). This class has then been studied by Garbe [6]. Particularly, 
she gives a linear-time recognition algorithm and gives an interesting characterization. 
In order to present her characterization, we have to fix some definitions and notations 
related to an order P. Let P* be the order such that V(P*) = V(P) u {x’, x E 
MIN(P)}, the suborder of P* on V(P) is P, x is the unique immediate successor of 
x’ in P* (and thus MIN(P*) = {x’, x E MIN(P)}). Let PRED(P) be the order such 
that V(PRED(P)) is the set of the non-empty predecessor sets of P, and for all Z, Y 
in V(PRED(P)) we have Z <rwoCP) Y if and only if Z c Y. An in-forest is a directed 
graph such that each connected component is an in-tree. 
Theorem 1 (Garbe [6]). P is the dual order of a generalized interval order [j’ and 
on1.y if the transitive reduction of PRED(P*) is an in-forest. 
Theorem 2. The class of strong visibility orders on in-tree orders and the class of 
the duals qf generalized interval orders are identical. 
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Fig. 1. The M order and an in-tree order 7’. The elements of T are labeled in such a way that for any 
x E V(M) its corresponding convex subset of V(T) is induced by all the elements of 7’ having label x. 
Proof. We first show that if P is the dual order of a generalized interval order then 
P is a strong visibility order. Let X be the in-tree order which is exactly PRED(P*) 
where a greatest element is added when PRED(P*) is disconnected. We denote by Top 
the greatest element of &? For any x E V(P), let (Zi,. . . ,Zk) be the (unique) chain 
of X maximal for inclusion such that Zi is the predecessor set of x in P*, and Zk is 
the first element in the chain of 3 from Zi to Top, such that x E Zk if x 6 MAX(P) 
and Zk is Top otherwise. Then (#, (d(x), x E V(P))), where 4(x) = {ZJ,. . . , &_I} 
if x @ MAX(P) and 4(x) = {Zi, . . . , .& = Top} otherwise, is a strong visibility model 
for P (any 4(x) is actually a total order). 
For the converse, assume that (X, (4(x), x E V(P))) is a strong visibility model 
for an order P, where any 4(x) is a total order. Let 1% be the least element of 
4(x), then for any x, y in V(P) if lq, 11~~ lq, then Pred&h) n Pred,x(lq,) = 0 and 
thus Predp(x) n Predp(y) = 0. If lq, -.p lq,, then either Pred&lq,) C Predz(lq,) or 
Pred.F(lq,) & Pred,&lG) which completes the proof. 0 
Thus on in-tree orders: {strong visibility orders} C(partia1 visibility orders} = {weak 
visibility orders} = {visibility orders}. On the one hand, it follows from Theorem 2 
that the A4 order (see Fig. 1) is not a strong visibility order, and on the other hand all 
height one orders are visibility orders (see [7]). 
4. Grid orders 
A grid order is any order obtained by the product of two total orders. That is, if Tl 
and TZ are two total orders on, respectively, n and m elements we obtain a n x m grid 
93 such that V(9) = V(Tl) x V(T& and (a,b) <o (c,d) iff a <r, c and b <r, d where 
(a, b) = (c,d) iff a = c and b = d. W e often assume and use in forthcoming proofs 
that such a grid 99 in embedded in an euclidean plane with origin the least element 
of 3, unit basis vectors, and such that the distance between (a, b) and (c,d) is one 
whenever either a = c and b-<r, d, or b = d and U-CT, c. 
In this section we study the distinct visibility relations on grid orders and we show 
that either we obtain a characterization of orders with interval dimension two, or that 
any order can be defined in such a way. 
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Dealing with the strong visibility relation, we define two projections on a subset S 
of elements of a grid order Y by 
7-c(S) = {x : 3y. (x, y) E S}, 
p(S) = {y : 3x.(x, y) E S}. 
Then, S has a least upper bound lub(S)=(max(n(S)),max(p(S))), and a greatest lower 
bound glb(S) = (min(rr(S)),min(p(S))). Thus, given two disjoint connected convex 
subsets S and T, then for every maximal element s of S and every minimal element t 
of Z’ holds s <cg t if and only if lub(S) <q glb(T). Since we are interested in the strong 
visibility relation then we can replace S by S’ = conv({lub(S),glb(S)}). However, if 
lub(S) = glb(T) then S’ n 7” # 0. 
Proposition 4. The class of strong nisibility order on u grid is the class of internal 
dimension ttvo orders. 
Proof. Let P be an order of interval dimension two. We consider an realizer given by 
two families of closed intervals of the real line (with integer endpoints) { [xl(u),x,( c)] : 
r E VU’)) and {[YI(~),Y,(~)~ : 21 E v(P)} such that u <p w if and only if x,(u) < 0~ 
xi(w) and y,(u) <a~ y,(w). Clearly, P is isomorphic to the strong visibility order on 
the grid defined by 
d(u) = conv({h(v), VI(U)), (x,(v), Y,(U)>>> 
Conversely, let P be the strong visibility order on a grid defined by a collection 
of convex connected subsets {4(v): v E V(P)}. Let XI(Z)) = min(rc(4(v))), x,(u) = 
max(44(c))), YI(U) = min(p(44u>>), and y,(u) = max(p(&v))). To each 2: E V(P) 
we associate two intervals of the real line: (i) In&(v) with end points XI(V) <,a x,(u) 
open in XI(V) (resp. x,(v)) if lub(&v)) $2 4(u) (resp. glb(4(u)) $ &v)) otherwise 
closed, and (ii) Int,(v) with end points y,(v)< w y,(a) open in yt(v) (resp. y,(r)) if 
lub(&u)) @ 4(v) (resp. glb(4(u)) @’ +(E)) otherwise closed. Then P is the intersection 
of the two interval orders, respectively, defined by X and Y, where X = {Int,( v): c E 
V(P)} and Y = {hit,.(v): v E V(P)}. Cl 
Notice that given an order P, Ma and Spinrad [8] give a simple 0(\V(P)(2) recog,- 
nition algorithm of interval dimension two orders producing an interval realizer when 
it exists. 
In order to show that any order can be defined using any of the remaining visibil- 
ity relations on grid orders, we have to introduce some definitions and to fix some 
notations. 
Let p = (a,b) and q = (c,d) be two elements of a grid order. We define a set 
line(p,q) to be the set of grid points (x,-v) such that the point (x, y) in the euclidean 
plane has distance at most one from the straight line segment connecting points (a, b) 
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Fig. 2. The set line(p,q) in a grid order. 
and (c,d). More formally, 
line((a, b), Cc, 4) 
= ((4.Y) : ((x - a)(b - d) - (y - b)(a - c)>2 <(a - c)2 + (b - d)2 
A min(a, c) <x d max(a, c) A min(b, d) d y d max(b, d)}. 
An example of line(p, q) is given in Fig. 2. 
Lemma 1. For all incomparable elements p and q of a grid order the set line(p,q) 
is both connected and convex. 
Proof. Let p = (a, b) and q = (c, d) be incomparable elements of a grid order ‘9. By 
symmetry we may assume a < c, b > d and b - d < c - a. Then for every integer i, 
d <i < b there is a maximal element Mi = (Xi, i) and a minimal element mi = (Xi, i) 
of line(p, q), and for all maxima and minima of line(p, q) there is such an index i. 
For d < i < b the set conv({mi,Mi}) is a chain of at least two elements in 9, and 
therefore both mi-1 <yMi and mi <reMi. Hence, line(p,q) is connected. On the other 
hand, line( p, q) = Uf=, conv( { mi, Mi}), and therefore line(p, q) is convex. 0 
Theorem 3. Any order P is a partial visibility order on a grid order. 
Proof. Let P be an arbitrary order of dimension d, and let 59 be a Sd 1 Y(P)/ x 8d( ?‘(P)( 
grid order. We choose a realizer consisting of d linear extensions Li, 1 <i<d, of P. 
That is, Li is a total order such that u <p w if and only if u <L, w for all i. We define 
hi(v) = ({u: u <L, v}/, Xi(V) = (8n(i-1)+1)+8hi(v), and vi(V) = (8n(d-i)+1)+8hi(U). 
The element v of P is represented by the set 
4(v)= ( iG conv({(xi(v) - 1, Yi(V) - l), (xi(v) + 1, Yi(v) + 1))) 
> 
U i121ine((%-l,Yi-i),(&Yi)) . 
) 
An example of this construction is given in Fig. 3 for the 6-element crown. 
The set d(v) is convex and connected by Lemma 1. Two sets 4(u) and 4(w) meet 
if and only if u and w are incomparable in P. If u <pw then d(w) is above 4(u). For 
1 <i<d the element (xi(V)- 1, vi(V)- 1) is minimal in C#J(V) and (Xi(V)+ 1, vi(O)+ 1) is 
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Fig. 3. The 6-element crown as partial visibility order on a grid order. 
maximal in 4(a). For u #w we have that (xi(u)+l,yi(u)+l) <q(xj(w)-l,yj(w)-1) 
implies i = j. Hence, P is the weak visibility order represented by {4(u): u E V(P)}. 
It remains to show that for any pair of distinct elements a and b of V(P), if u CL, b 
and a CL,,, b then any maximal point of the set line(ai,ai+i) is a predecessor in 9 of 
a minimal point of the set line(bi, bi+l ) where ai = (xi(a), yi(a)) and bi = (x,(b), yi(b)). 
Without loss of generality let i = 1. We denote by d, (resp. db) the straight line 
segment joining ai and ~22 (resp. bl and bz). All the notions introduced below are 
illustrated in Fig. 4. Let Max (resp. Min) be the point of d, such that x(Max) = xl(b)- 
2 (resp. y(Min) = yz(b) - 2). Let t be a point of d,. If t is such that x(t)<x(Max) 
(resp. x(t) >x(Min)) then its corresponding grid points in the set line(ur , ~22) (one can 
be a maximal point of this set) are predecessors, in 9, of (xl(b) - 1, yl(b) - 1) (resp. 
(x*(b)- 1, yl(b) - 1)) which is a minimal point of the set 4(b). It is now sufficient to 
show that dY and d, are greater or equal to 6, where dY = min{(yi (b) - 1) - (y(t) + 
I), YW - (y(t) + I>} and d, = min{(xz(b) - 1) - (x(t) + l), x(11) - (x(t) + 1 J}, 
when IS (resp. II) is the intersection point between db and the parallel line to the 
x-axis (resp. y-axis) containing t. Indeed, on one hand if c and d are two points of the 
euclidean plane such that both x(d) -x(c) > 3 and y(c) - y(d) 2 3 then the set of grid 
points, both with an x-coordinate between those of c and d and at distance at most 
one from any z belonging to the straight line from c to d, must contain a minimal 
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3 3 --------- 
I 
I 
> x-axis 
element. On the other hand, if x(t) is close to x(Max) (resp. x(Min)) then d, (resp. 
d,) has to be increase by 3 since its corresponding IS (resp. ZZ) point may be such 
Fig. 4. Lines d, and db. 
that (xl(b) + 1) - 3 dx(LS)dxi(b) + 1 (resp. (ye + 1) - 3 <y(ZZ)dy2(b) + 1). 
Case d,: If the slope of db is greater or equal to the slope of d, (cf. Fig. 4) then 
we have d, 3 (x2(b) - 1) - (x2(a) + 1) and then d, 2 6. If the slope of db is less or 
equal to the slope of d,, then dx adi where d; is taken for the line d; parallel to d, 
and such that bi belongs to d;. Thus, we have d: 2(x1(6) - 1) - (xi(a) + 1) and then 
d: 36. So we also have d, 3 6. 
Case dY: We use similar arguments but dually with the slopes. If the slope of db is 
greater or equal to the slope of d, then dY adi where d: is taken for the line di parallel 
to d, and such that b2 belongs to d;. Thus, we have dj,>(yz(b)- 1)-(yz(a)+ 1) and 
then di > 6. So we also have dY 26. If the slope of db is less or equal to the slope of 
d,, then we have d,>(yl(b) - 1) - (v,(a) + 1) and then d,36. 0 
Since in the previous construction for any pair of incomparable elements in P their 
corresponding convex set in 9 have a nonempty intersection, when we take xi(u) = 
(3n(i - 1) + 1) + 3hi(u) and J+(U) = (3n(d - i) -t 1) +3&(u), we obtain 
Corollary 1. Any order P is a weak visibility and a visibility order on a grid order. 
By construction it follows that any order P with dimension d is either a partial 
visibility order on a 8dl V(P)1 x 8dl Y(P)1 grid order, and a weak visibility or a visibility 
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order on a 3dlV(P)I x 3djV(P)I grid order. Moreover, since the given proofs are 
constructive and despite the fact that computing the dimension of an order is difficult, 
we can construct this type of visibility models in polynomial time since from any chain 
partition of an order one can easily produce a realizer (then d is the width of P) 
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